Detailed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies on a single crystal of Gd b , estimated by fitting all the observed EPR line positions at room temperature for the orientation of the magnetic field in the magnetic ZX plane using a least-square fitting procedure. The temperature dependence of the Gd 3+ EPR linewidth is interpreted to be due to the "life-time" broadening, caused by dynamical exchange and dipolar interactions between the impurity Gd 3+ ions and the host Eu 3+ ions.
I. Introduction
RAlO 3 (R = rare earth) single crystals, characterized by the perovskite structure at and below room temperature, are interesting due to their phosphorescence and luminescence properties [1, 2] as well as for their use as laser materials [1] . There exists further interest in perovskite-like compounds because of possessing a structure similar to that of manganites, which exhibit giant magnetostriction. Its peculiarities can be investigated in mixed compounds, where Al ions are partly replaced by Mn [3, 4] ions. A detailed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) investigation of the Gd 3+ ion in the isostructural crystal LaGaO 3 was recently reported by
Vazhenin et al. [5] . Low symmetry effects in Gd 3+ and Fe 3+ spectra in YAlO 3 were also analyzed with the use of maximum invariant components (MIC) in [6] . Physical properties of EuAlO 3 have not yet been investigated extensively. A preliminary investigation of Gd 3+ EPR spectra in an EuAlO 3 single crystal was carried out by Andronenko et al. [7] . In addition, EPR studies on the Cr 3+ ion in EuAlO 3 have been reported [8] , as well as those on Gd 3+ in the isostructural LaAlO 3 and YAlO 3 crystals [9, 10] . A relevant detailed EPR study of the Gd 3+ ion in monoclinic La 2 Si 2 O 7 and LaNbO 4 crystals, which are also characterized by a low (C S , and C 2 , correspondindly) point symmetry of the Gd 3+ ion and exhibit low-symmetry effects, was reported by Misra and Andronenko [11, 12] .
Europium aluminate (EuAlO 3 ) is an insulating Van-Vleck paramagnet, whose paramagnetism is due to the admixture of the levels of the 7 F 1 term, split by the orthorhombic crystal field into three singlets (281, 359, and 479 cm -1 ), in the singlet ground state 7 F 0 [13] , which by itself is non-magnetic. This admixture makes it paramagnetic, known as Van-Vleck paramagnetism. For a review of the peculiarities of magnetic resonance in Van-Vleck paramagnets, see Aminov et al. [14] .
This paper reports a detailed EPR investigation on the Gd 3+ ion in EuAlO 3 single crystal at X-band (9.22 GHz). The EPR spectra are recorded for various orientations of the external magnetic field (B) in the magnetic ZX plane in the 77 -400 K range. [The magnetic Z, X, Y axes are defined to be those orientations of B for which the extrema of the allowed line positions ( M = 1; M is the electronic magnetic quantum number) occur; of these the maximum splitting of the EPR lines occurs for B along the magnetic Z-axis, while the minimum splitting of EPR 
III. Experimental results
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The spectra were recorded at 77 K, as well as in the range 120 to 400 K at X-band frequencies 9.05 and 9.22 GHz, respectively; some additional measurements were made also at Q-band (36 GHz) at 140 K. The X-band EPR spectra of Gd No further analysis is made here of these lines due to their large linewidth and complexity. : LaGaO 3 [5] , and it differs considerably from those for Er 3+ ( = 38 ) and Yb 3+ ( = 30 ) in EuAlO 3 [18, 19] . 
IV. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters
The asymmetry of line positions about the Z-and X-axes in the angular variation of Gd 3+ EPR line positions in the ZX plane reveals existence of a monoclinic symmetry at the Gd 3+ sites.
The low-symmetry effects for C S point symmetry were discussed in [20, 21] , pointing out the 5 similarity of C 2 (real two-fold axis) and C S (pseudo two-fold axis). Therefore, the observed EPR spectra are described by the following SH, as discussed by Misra and Rudowicz [22] 
In Eq. (1), B is the Bohr magneton; g z , g x g y are the diagonal elements of the g-matrix,
and g xz is the only nonzero off-diagonal element of the g-matrix, S (S=7/2) is the electron spin operator for the Gd 3+ ion; Three different orientations of the axes, with their symmetry axes (C S , C 2 ) being parallel to the X, Y, Z magnetic axes, respectively, lead to three different spin Hamiltonians. The corresponding non-zero SH parameters were discussed in [22, 29] , and later used for the interpretation of low-symmetry effects in [30] . In the present case of EuAlO 3 , the Y-axis has been chosen to be that direction of the magnetic field for which the extrema of the line positions occur for the same direction of the magnetic field. The Z, X-axes are then in the plane perpendicular to it, which is the ab plane. Further, the Z-axis has been chosen to be such that 1. Thus, the other two extrema of the line positions, which are slightly non-coincident, lie very close to the principal Z-and X-axes of the D-tensor, as discussed in [30] . The C S-axis in EuAlO 3 has here been chosen to be parallel to the Y-axis, so that only those m n b , where m ( n) are odd and positive and n are 2, 4, 6, describe the low-symmetry observed in the ZX plane. The same orientations of the axes was used in [6] for the interpretation of low-symmetry for Gd 3+ in LaGaO 3 crystal, which is isostructural to EuAlO 3. Alternatively, for Gd 3+ in La 2 Si 2 O 7 [11] , the C S -axis is parallel to the X-axis, so that only those m n b , where m ( n) are odd and negative and n are 2, 4, 6, are non-zero. This is also the case for Gd 3+ in LaNbO 4 and PrNbO 4 [12] . The third 6 case, where C S is parallel to the Z-axis, occurs for Gd 3+ in YAlO 3 [6] , where only those
where m ( n) are even and negative and n are 2, 4, 6, describe the low-symmetry.
The values of the SH parameters at liquid-nitrogen and room-temperature, listed in Table   1 , were estimated by fitting simultaneously all X-band EPR line positions (142 and 323, respectively, in total) observed for the various orientations of B in the ZX plane by the leastsquares (LSF) fitting technique using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the SH matrix [27] .
The estimation of b parameters was obtained from the Q-band Gd 3+ EPR line positions observed about the Z-and X-axes. The energy levels of the Gd 3+ ion for these parameters are shown in Fig. 3 , wherein the corresponding allowed X-and Q-band transitions are also indicated.
An inspection of Table 1 
The width of the line corresponding to the transition M M -1 is then calculated to be:
In Eqs. (2) and (3), a and b are temperature-dependent proportionality coefficients.
The ratios of the EPR linewidths for the various allowed transitions, B(M M 1) at 295 K, calculated using Eq. (3), are listed in Table 2 which also includes the corresponding ratios of the experimentally observed lines. These two ratios are in reasonably good agreement with each other, thus confirming the influence of "lifetime broadening". In calculating these ratios, the temperature-independent EPR linewidths, specifically those at 77 K (Fig. 4) , was subtracted off from the observed EPR linewidths. As for the temperature dependence of the linewidth contained in the coefficient b in Eq. (3), it can be accounted for by the theory of temperature dependence of EPR linewidth in magnetic compounds, where the magnetic ion has 8 even numbers of unpaired electrons as in Van-Vleck paramagnets, as developed by Sugawara and Huang [36] . Accordingly, the EPR linewidth expressed as:
where T is isothermal susceptibility, and iso is the isolated susceptibility.
As for the susceptibility, according to Holmes et al. [13] , the magnetic susceptibility of ).
The temperature dependence of the EPR linewidth of the impurity ions in Van-Vleck paramagnets with singlet ground state is then expressed as [36] :
where, B dia is the EPR linewidth in diamagnets (temperature independent); ground is wave function of the ground-state singlet; excited is the wave function of the excited state; excited is the energy of the excited state; i stands for x, y, z; Z is the partition function; and A is the dimension parameter.
For illustration, the EPR linewidth of for B || X-axis for the Gd 3+ ion is analyzed here.
The linewidth of the Gd 3+ ion for B || X-axis depends on the dipolar and exchange fields induced by the magnetic moments of Eu 3+ ions for this direction of the magnetic field. The total magnetization of orthoaluminate was analyzed in [37] as a sum of two magnetic sublattices, assuming low-symmetry crystal field (C S ) at the rare-earth ion sites. Using this approach, and exploiting Eq. (5), it can be shown that the temperature dependence of the EPR linewidth can be expressed by the following expression:
where B dia is the temperature-independent EPR linewidth, which can be assumed to be that at 77 K, at which the energy levels of the manifold dependence the Gd 3+ transition 1/2 3/2 is shown in Fig. 4 .
VI. Concluding remarks
The salient features of the EPR study of the Gd 3+ ion in EuAlO 3 crystal presented in this paper are as follows:
The SH parameters for the Gd 3+ ion situated at a Eu 3+ site have been estimated accurately at 77 and 295 K. Two sets of magnetically inequivalent Gd 3+ ions were found from the EPR spectra, consistent with the symmetry of the host Eu 3+ ions.
Additional set of EPR lines was observed, most likely from Eu 2+ ions.
(ii)
The relative values of the EPR linewidths for different Gd 3+ EPR transitions have been interpreted to be due to the "life-time" broadening.
(iii) Theoretical considerations of Sugawara and Huang [36] have been successfully applied to explain the linewidth broadening of the impurity ion Gd 3+ in the VanVleck paramagnet EuAlO 3 .
It is hoped that the results presented here will be also useful in the studies of the EuAlO 3 compound as a suitable phosphorescent/laser material.
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